
BLURBThe text below is virtually idential to that in last year's doument. Theonly hange of note is that the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm in network graphshas been removed as we didn't get to that this time. There are severalquestions on old exams asking you to implement this : you may ignore theseexerises. Otherwise, the ourse material is pretty muh idential to lastyear's. Whereas on the homeworks I have mainly given problems whihrequire some independent thought, the exam is mainly foused on hekingthat you've learned basi tehniques. This will be suÆient to be able toahieve a lear passing grade - for a top grade, you'll need to do a bit more.This situation is far from ideal, but the fat that most of you are still partof the (thankfully soon to be extint) system where you take 4-5 three pointourses simoultaneously makes anything else pratially impossible.END OF BLURBI have divided the ourse material into three levels below. You will pass(fail) the exam if you an solve all (none) of the problems from Level 1.There will be 6 questions on the exam, of whih about 4 will belong toLevel 1, and about one eah from eah of levels 2 and 3. Note that, byontrast, the nomework exerises have been divided muh more evenly be-tween all three levels, with perhaps even a surplus of Level 2 and 3 exerises.Finally note that, of the 6 questions, 2 will ome from Del 1 (Kombina-torik), 2 from Del 2 (Aritmetik), 1 from Del 3 (Grafteori) and 1 will be a`Wild Card', i.e.: it an ome from anywhere or from several plaes.Level 1Everything whih involved arrying out some algorithmi proedure.Del 1 :Solving linear reurrene relationsaun+2 + bun+1 + un = f(n);u0 = �; u1 = �:Del 2 : 1



(i) Eulid's algorithm to ompute SGD(a; b).(ii) Eulid's algorithm to solve linear Diophantine equationsax+ by = ;or, equivalently, to solve one-variable linear ongruenes ax � b (mod n).(iii) Eulid's algorithm to ompute a�1 (mod n) when SGD(a; n) = 1.(iv) Computing ab (mod n) quikly when a and b are large. The square-and-multiply method always works, but an be slow. If b is muh bigger than nand SGD(a; n) = 1, then we an use Fermat's/Euler's theorem.(v) The Chinese Remainder Theorem to solve a system of linear ongru-enes.(vi) Solving quadrati ongruenes in Zp, where p is a prime.Del 3 :(i) Cheking whether a graph has an Euler yle or path and �nding oneusing a greedy searh when it has.(ii) FInding a Hamilton path or yle in a graph - there is no good algorithmhere, you just have to experiment.(iii) Greedy algorithm for graph oloring ; omputing �(G).(iv) Finding a minimal spanning tree in a weighted graph (Kruskal or Primalgorithm).(v) Finding a shortest path between two points in a (direted) graph - Di-jkstra's algorithm.. Level 2Some kind of formula is available, but it's not perhaps immediately obvioushow to use it.Del 1 :(i) Use of the multipliation priniple and appliations of it (permutations,ombinations, binomial theorem, unordered seletion with repitition) forounting.(ii) Inlusion-Exlusion priniple.Del 2 : Nothing really. 2



Del 3 :(i) Using Euler's formula for plane graphs.Level 3Solving the problem requires a bit more reativity, or a deeper understand-ing of the theory.Del 1 :(i) Proving a ombinatorial identity (usually involving binomial oeÆients).(ii) Finding or verifying (with proof) a reurrene relation.(iii) Catalan numbers, Stirling numbers, partitions.Del 2 :Everything not inluded under Level 1. In partiular, lever use of theFundamental Theorem of Arithmeti or of ongruenes for studying non-linear Diophantine equations.Del 3 : We didn't do very muh graph theory, so there's not a lot I ansay here. We did enough so that I ould formulate a hallenging problem :make sure you understand the basi de�nitions, and do a few exerises fromthe end of the hapters in Grimaldi or Biggs.
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